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-., .. Do financial restatements dampen firm performance? One
argument about this is that restatements hurt investor confidence in the
credibility of a firm’s disclosure, resulting in a decline in demand for the
firm’s securities, thereby, leading to a significant drop in asset price. On the
other hand, agency theory suggests that family ownership could have
potential benefits to a firm’s performance. An increase in family ownership
will have a greater concern for reputation to the controlling family in
producing high quality accounting information and, thereby, reduce the
likelihood of financial restatements. We evaluate these arguments by
distinguishing the effects of restatements on firm performance under two
corporate governance environments; family-controlled and CEO duality
companies. Based on a sample of Malaysian listed companies in 2008 after
the post MCCG 2007 initiative, our findings suggest that (1) restatements
dampen firm performance, (2) the dampening impacts of restatements are
completely mitigated in family-controlled companies, and (3) the
dampening effects are more pronounced in non-family controlled companies
than family-controlled companies in non-CEO duality companies. Using
this evidence, we recommend that Malaysian regulators develop policies
that are unique to the Malaysian markets so as to curtail accounting
irregularities. They should reconsider the relevance of requiring CEO nonduality as a practice of good corporate governance and encourage more
investment in family-controlled companies.
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In Malaysia, the ownership and control of corporations are highly concentrated, and many
are in the hands of family-controlled companies [1]. At times, external financial statements
prepared as instructed by the controlling family may mislead users and hide opportunistic
activities carried out by the dominant family at the expense of minority shareholders [2].
To compel the management team of listed companies to act ethically in the interest of the
general public, the Securities Commissions has been issuing the Malaysian Code of
Corporate Governances over the years (viz., MCCG 2000, MCCG 2007, MCCG 2012 and
MCCG 2016 draft) yet the accounting irregularity-financial restatement still occurs. It is
common for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in a family-controlled company to hold the
position of Chairman (CEO duality) so that this greater voting power makes it easier to
appoint more members of the family to the Board of Directors [3]. Since having a
separation of roles between the CEO and Chairman is accepted as part of good corporate
governance in MCCG in that a person cannot dominate the decisions made by the board.
Accordingly, this study is aimed at providing empirical evidence concerning financial
restatement and firm performance in family-controlled companies when the CEO holds
dual roles, using post MCCG 2007 data.
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General Accounting Office (GAO) states that financial restatement “occurs when a
company, either voluntarily or prompted by auditors or regulators, revises public financial
information that was previously reported” [4,p1footnote].The firm’s dismal performance
may be the reason the manager restates the account; this typically happens to firms
experiencing high growth and improving performance during a period of economic boom.
As a result, financial analysts may be guided by unrealistic future results and expectations.
When the economy slows down, managers find it hard to achieve the targets set during the
boom, and thus, resort to practising accounting irregularities to meet analysts’ expectations
[5].
Restatement normally indicates that the manager is unable to report the firm’s future
prospects in a credible way, causing lenders to reassess the credit risk profile of the
restating firm, thus, leading to higher interest rates, more covenant restrictions, and a higher
likelihood of loans being secured than initiated before the restatement [6-7]. Also,
investors, customers and suppliers tend to lose confidence in the firm’s future prospects and
change their terms of trade with the restating firm [8]. This means restatement will increase
the cost of debt, future litigation concerns [9], and lead to meaningful declines in firm value
and expected future cash flows [9]. Accordingly, we hypothesise that:
H1. Financial restatement reduces firm performance.
  &)) &' ,"-.."("). )! #&,( +",#*,() " &) #(&'2 *).,*''"!
*(+)&"-
In a highly concentrated ownership structure, the controlling family can seek personal gain
through expropriation of minority shareholders, related party transactions [10], managerial
entrenchment [11], and have significant effect on the recognition of goodwill
impairment[12]. Family-controlled companies often weaken the effectiveness of AngloAmerican corporate governance mechanisms [13].
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On the other hand, agency theory explains that the proportion of managerial ownership
can reduce the agency cost between the managers and shareholders by aligning the interests
of managers with those of shareholders [14]. Based on the agency theory, an increase in the
family ownership is expected to reduce the opportunistic goodwill impairment recognition”
[3, pp.155]. In a multi-generation family-controlled firm, if the family owners are found
restating the accounts, they may lose reputation-based benefits, such as high social status
and political connections [15]. As such, our testable hypothesis is stated, as below:
H2. The dampening effect of financial restatements is mitigated in family-controlled
companies.
 &)) &',"-.."(").)!#&,(+",#*,() "&)!/' *(+)&"-
Agency theory argues that shareholder interests require protection by instituting separate
roles for board chair and CEO [16], as it is commonly believed that CEO (duality) tends to
allow for abuse of power for personal gain; this includes increasing compensation or other
forms of perquisite consumption [17].On the other hand, Stewardship theory supports the
premise that the CEO duality company will enjoy the classic benefits of unity of direction
and of strong command and control ([18]. The CEO-Chair appointment is an efficient
response to the firm’s contracting environment, in view of the increased riskiness of a firm,
industry concentration, CEOs’ ability and track record, and strong governance[19].
Nevertheless, the impact of CEO duality on the issues of corporate governance and firm
performance remains inconclusive. [20] found insignificant association between a CEO
holding dual roles as chairman and income-increasing and income-decreasing earnings
management among Malaysian firms, supporting the findings of [21]. [22] too yielded
insignificant correlation between the CEO-duality role and return on equity. In an earlier
study,[23] revealed significant evidence of the relationship between role duality and
performance measure in return on assets and return on equity. Accordingly, the following
hypothesis is developed.
H3. CEO duality has significant impact on occurrence of financial restatement.
 &)) &',"-.."(").)!#&,(+",#*,() "&)#(&'2 *).,*''"!)!!/'
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In Malaysia, it is common to find the CEO holding dual roles as Chairman and CEO in
family-controlled companies [3; 24]. Previous studies suggest that having separate
leadership helps to enhance firm performance[24-25], but the CEO duality in familycontrolled firms alone does not lead to goodwill impairment recognition [3]. In addition,
having a separate CEO and chairman in a family-controlled company is not an effective
way to reduce the occurrence of earning management when the CEO is a member of the
controlling family (Presley and Abbott 2013[26]).

 .)!".%*!*'*$2
./!2+",&*!
MCCG 2007 was launched in 2007.Compare to MCCG2000, MCCG 2007 stipulated more
stringent compliance in the process of the selection of the CEO candidate. This study has
chosen 2008 as the research period to examine the effectiveness of MCCG 2007 in
reducing the occurrence of financial restatement in family-controlled companies when
qualified CEOs held dual roles.
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The data, sourced from Bursa Malaysia’s website. The 2008 annual reports of these firms
were examined for the criteria for financial restatement to be in compliance with the
General Accounting Office (GAO) definition, and the keywords, “restatement”, “restate”,
and “prior year adjustments”, were scrutinised in each annual report for evidence of
restatement [27]. Under the GAO definition, restatement does not include changes in
accounting policies that lead to restating accounting figures.
 &,(+",#*,() "("-/,"-
Four performance measures are employed. (a) Return on assets(ROA) measuring the
percentage of net profit over total asset. (b) Earning per share(EPS) calculated as net profit
over weighted average of common shares outstanding. (c) Profit margin(PM) quantifying
the percentage of net profit divided by turnover. (d) Return on equity(ROE) measures
percentage of the net profit over common shareholders’ equity.
 *,+*,."$*0",)) "0,&'"-
Financial restatement (FR) is financial restatement which coded as 1 if financial
restatement occurred, or 0 otherwise.
CEO duality: the CEO has dual roles are coded 1 or 0, if otherwise[18].
Family-controlled companies: The company is deemed a family-controlled company if (1)
the founder of the firm is the CEO or its successor is related by blood or marriage, or (2) at
least two family members work as managers, or (3) family directors have managerial
ownership, either direct or indirect shareholding of a minimum of 20% in the firm[24].
There are two control variables(CV) used; (a) Debt-to-asset ratio and (b) Altman Z-Score.
 -"'&)"(*!"'-
We use the following baseline model to examine the effects of financial restatement on
firm performance, where FV is firm performance which includes return on assets, earning
per share, profit margin, and return on equity.
     






  

 

(1)

In order to examine the effects of firm performance on restatements, the following logit
model is employed:






   

   



 



 

 


  

 

(2)

The effects of restatement on firm performance will be further examined under two
corporate governance environments; family-controlled companies and CEO duality
companies.
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Table 1 shows correlation between financial restatement and both variables of corporate
governance (CEO duality and family-controlled companies) is negative but statistically
insignificant, indicating there is no direct relationship between the corporate governance
variables and financial restatement. Also, the correlation between FR and the three firm
performance measures; ROA, PM and ROE is negative and statistically significant,
suggesting preliminary evidence in support of H1 that restatement reduces firm
performance. Next section, regression and binary analyses will be used to control corporate
governance environments that may mitigate or propagate these adverse effects of
restatement on firm performance.
Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations

Mean

Std.
Dev

FR

DU

FC

DA

ROA

EPS

PM

ROE

FR 0.0610 0.2408
DU 0.2317 0.4245 -0.1399
(-1.2641)

FC 0.6220 0.4879 -0.1166

-0.0487
(-1.0504) (-0.4361)
DA -1.7688 49.682 0.0117
0.0550 -0.0515
(0.1044) (0.4930) (-0.4618)
ROA -0.0287 0.1802 -0.4915*** -0.0057 0.2151* 0.0033
(-5.0476) (-0.0512) (1.9702) (0.0298)
EPS 0.1667 28.9977 -0.0529 -0.0737 -0.1135 0.0800 0.4615***
(-0.4741) (-0.6615) (-1.0221) (0.7184) (4.6535)
PM -0.0854 0.9510 -0.3565*** 0.0086 0.2263** 0.0002 0.7848*** 0.2286**
(-3.4137) (0.0771) (2.0776) (0.0020) (11.327) (2.1004)
ROE 0.0772 0.6738 -0.1937* 0.0040 -0.0070 0.0082 0.3327*** 0.1799 0.1679
(-1.7664) (0.0360) (-0.0628) (0.0732) (3.1551) (1.6357) (1.5232)
ZS 0.6212 0.3768 -0.0346 -0.1805 0.0996 -0.0265 0.21299 0.0751 0.0945 -0.0144
(-0.3100) (-1.6414) (0.8956) (-0.2372) (1.9485)* (0.6742) (0.8487) (-0.1284)
Notes: *,**, and *** denote significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. t-statistics are reported in
parentheses. FR = financial restatement; DU = CEO duality; FC = family controlled; DA = debt to
asset ratio; ROA = return on assets; EPS = earnings per share; PM = profit margin; ROE = return on
equity; ZS = z-score.

 &,(+",#*,() ")!#&)) &',"-.."(").
Table 2 presents that, with the exception of earning per share, the effects of restatement on
firm performance are negative and statistically significant. Restatement will create
uncertainty about the firm’s future prospect and impede the firm’s ability to pursue
profitable investment projects and, thereby, lead to a decline in firm performance [8]. We
suggest that the adverse impact of restatement on firm performance is a result of negative
market reaction towards the firm’s credibility, in line with [7,pp44] that argued
“restatements may shake investor confidence in the credibility of corporate disclosure,
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depress demand for a firm’s securities, and constrain corporate opportunities thereby
leading to a substantial loss in market value”.
Table 2: The Effects of Financial Restatement on Firm Performance

Independent
variables
Financial
Restatement (FR)
Constant

Return on
assets
0.362798
0.064787

Firm performance measures
Earnings per
Profit
share
margin

***

-6.176407

*

-2.984122

1.397547
0.129094

Control variables
Debt/Asset
Z-score

5.15E-05
0.093913

**

0.048249
5.815538

0.000125
0.207919

 
F-statistic

0.252462
10.11856

***

-0.022871
0.396288

0.100627
4.020900

***

Return on
equity
-0.544603

*

0.133777

0.000134
-0.037243

**

0.001083
1.029281

Notes: *,**, and *** denote significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. The following baseline
model is estimated using multiple regressions.

     






  

 

(3)
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Family-controlled
Tables 3a and 3b present the estimates for testing the relationship between firm
performance and financial restatement in family-controlled and non-family controlled
companies, respectively. It is interesting to note that restatements have no impact on firm
performance in family-controlled companies (Table 3a). However, when the companies are
not controlled by the family (Table 3b), the results show significant impacts of restatements
on performance, suggesting that there is a mitigation effect from family-controlled
companies. This evidence is in line with our H2.
CEO duality
Table 3c presents the estimates for the 63 non-CEO duality companies. The remaining 19
CEO duality companies are not examinable as all the companies in this sub-sample are
non-financial restating companies. The coefficient for restatements is negative and
statistically significant (return on assets, profit margin, return on equity), but much smaller
than those in non-family controlled companies, implying that the dampening effects of
restatements on firm performance are more pronounced in non-family controlled
companies. The results also provide some evidence of the mitigation effects of CEO duality
on firm performance in companies. This evidence is also consistent with our H3.
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Table 3a: The Effects of Financial Restatement on Firm Performance in Family Controlled
Companies (n=51)

Independent
variables
Financial Restatement
Debt/Asset
Z-score
Constant
 
F-statistic

Return on
assets
0.004669
4.02E-05
0.015960
-0.009039
-0.059436
0.064967

Firm performance measures
Earnings per
Profit
share
margin
6.082336
0.043907
0.177551
-2.573681
-0.052188
0.173341

-0.094894
0.000109
-0.373424
0.328348
-0.018836
0.691876

Return on
equity
-0.462240
9.94E-05
-0.002101
0.093396
-0.047689
0.241359

Notes: *,**, and *** denote significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively.
Table 3b: The Effects of Financial Restatement on Firm Performance in Non-Family Controlled
Companies (n=31)

Independent
variables
Financial
Restatement
Debt/Asset
Z-score
Constant




F-statistic

Return on
assets
0.604072
0.000378

***

0.196259
0.132700
0.538039

**
**

12.64683

***

Firm performance measures
Earnings per
Profit
share
margin
18.17152
0.113099
16.38359
3.102051
0.016080
0.841745

2.194797
0.001903

***

0.952880
0.696473
0.301764

*
*

5.321813

***

Return
on equity
-0.614170

*

0.002397
-0.074659
0.181880
0.011234
1.113619

Notes: *,**, and *** denote significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively.
Table 3c: The Effects of Financial Restatement on Firm Performance in Non-CEO Duality
Companies (n=63)

Independent
variables
Financial
Restatement
Debt/Asset
Z-score
Constant




F-statistic

Return on
assets
0.367686
5.13E-05
0.086236
0.055521
0.281421

***

9.093814

***

Firm performance measures
Earnings per
Profit
share
margin
7.283374
0.051574
7.297367
2.723906
0.029044
0.416705

1.415743
0.000134
0.173534
0.091292
0.101509

***

3.334860

**

Notes: *,**, and *** denote significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively.
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0.000139
-0.172812
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In this study, four measures of firm performance were used to examine the impact of
financial restatement on firm performance based on a sample of Malaysian listed
companies in 2008. Three out of the four measurement of firm performance suffer when
there is occurrence of financial restatement. Using this evidence, we recommend that
investors and analysts may need to lower their expectations on the future prospects of the
restating firms after the incidence of restatement. Likewise, since companies with lower
performance are likely to be involved in restatement, investors and analysts may need to be
cautious when using financial reports of these firms to make decisions.
Our study also finds that the dampening impacts of restatements are completely
mitigated in family- controlled companies. The dampening effects are more pronounced in
non-family controlled companies than family-controlled companies in non-CEO duality
companies. Therefore, our findings support the agency theory which argues that an increase
in the family ownership will promote greater concern for reputation, better monitoring of
manager and more incentives to produce high-quality accounting information [15].
The implications of this study suggest that the practice of CEO duality and family firms
is beneficial in curtailing accounting irregularities and lead to better firm performance. The
policy makers for Malaysian listed firms may want to reconsider the relevance of requiring
CEO non-duality as a practice of good corporate governance, and to encourage more
investment in the family-controlled companies.
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